Psychotropic medications and Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD)
In 2013, NICE gave prudent indications on the use of psychotropic medications in ASD
(https://www.nice.org.uk/guidance/cg170/chapter/1-Recommendations#interventions-for-behaviour-thatchallenges) as well as the subsequent Scottish and European ESCAP guidelines (2020).
Only the British Association for Psychopharmacology uses the term co-occurrance to give
the green light to the prescriptions of psychotropic medications, albeit not tested in autism
(https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5805024/ )
In the past years, no experiments have been carried out that can justify the change of
address. If anything, there has been a large increase in the US in court cases that have
been awarded compensation for damages from malpractice. Many doctors fear that these
appeals will also extend to Europe. Particularly in Italy, where doctors often forget that the
prescription of off-label drugs must be authorized in writing by the patient or his
representative, and yet it is forgotten that the physician must carefully and frequently
monitor the efficacy and side effects of the drug; furthermore the lack of
neuropsychiastris in Italy prevents frequent checks . If he does not comply with these
rules, the prescriber must pay for the drug damages.It is believed that a defensive
medicine maneuver is underway in various countries.
In the definitive recommendations of the Italian Istituto Superiore di Sanità, published in
February 2021, which update the 2011 guideline on the treatment of ASD for child and
adolescent, there is a general tendency to indulge in prescriptions that do not have a basis
for controlled trials. This is completely inappropriate, because common practice can be
very harmful. This betrays the principle of experimentation that underlies the progress
introduced by EBM half a century ago, but it would save doctors from court cases
The 2011 guideline took into consideration not the old antipsychotic drugs, burdened with
intolerable side effects for children and adolescents, but only two new atypical
antipsychotics, risperidone and aripiprazole. Risperidone and Aripiprazole were allowed
only for moments of crisis, moments with serious problem behaviors and for limited
periods.
We translate the first new recommendation "The ISS panel of the LG on the Diagnosis and
Treatment of Autism Spectrum Disorders in Children and Adolescents suggests using D2
blockers rather than not using D2 blockers in children and adolescents with autism
spectrum disorders (conditional recommendation based on a quality of low evidence) "
D2 blockers are the typical, first generation, antipsychotics. In this context the D2 blockers
strangely also include antipsychotics such as aripiprazole and risperidone, which are
widely used in Italy. Already in the recommendation there is a contradiction in that on the
one hand the recommendation is based on a low quality of evidence, on the other hand it
is suggested to use D2 blockers.
Quality of the evidence probably refers to randomized controlled trials, but, since these are
drugs on the market for decades, which have been used and abused a lot and for very
long periods, often for life, in autism, the effects are known not only of the trials , but also

and above all of real life in the short and long term. In autism, and in the intellectual
disability associated with it in a large percentage of cases, these drugs have given very
few desired effects, often only transitory, in the face of chronic and very long-lasting use,
and many very serious undesirable effects: motor, metabolic and cognitive.
Two other recommendations are not acceptable because it is recommended to refer to the
guideline of psychiatric pathology only in co-occurrence, knowing that only for the cooccurrence of autism and ADHD there are trials.
This is with regard to co-occurrences, for which the recommended treatment for the cooccurring condition in the absence of autism is considered a priori. This contrasts with
what is well known: a very peculiar and often paradoxical response to psychotropic drugs
of people with autism of all ages, especially children, for whom the use of the drug
prolonged for many years is very frequent.
The dual diagnosis experimentation was done only for autism and ADHD co-occurring with
autism and what the experience had already highlighted was documented: that the
percentage of good responders to drugs, and in particular to methylphenidate, is much
lower while the undesirable effects are much more frequent than in the condition of ADHD
alone, for example by increasing aggression. It is therefore necessary to take stock of the
positive and negative effects before continuing the administration.
The experimentation on the double diagnosis should be done for all the psychiatric
disorders mentioned and it should absolutely not be admitted that the response of a
subject with autism together with other psychiatric disorders responds to the psychiatric
drug indicated for that pathology as who has the only psychiatric disorder.
Many motor effects are disabling, such as Parkinson's and tardive dyskinesias. Obesity
and dysmetabolism, which also leads to type 2 diabetes, predispose to cardiovascular
disease, as well as to all the extravascular complications of obesity. Cognitive decline,
associated with all drugs with atropine like effect, is all the more fearful in a population that
already starts with cognitive impairment of varying degrees. Finally, cardiac arrests for
arrhythmias and ab ingestis deaths due to these drugs also occur.
There is an international movement underway aimed at the de-description of psychotropic
drugs in general and antipsychotics in particular. See project “Stopping over medication of
people with a learning disability, autism or both (STOMP)”
https://www.england.nhs.uk/learning-disabilities/improving-health/stomp/
Even for adult patients with schizophrenia (without autism), where the evidence of efficacy
is much stronger, there is a movement aimed at the deprescription of antipsychotics

https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jamapsychiatry/article-abstract/2769191
The limited period of drug intake is related to the duration of the trials, but also to the
serious danger, which is practically a certainty, of the very serious side effects in long-term
recruitment, all the more serious if the drugs are started as children or adolescents and

continued for life (See the video Elle s'appelle Sabine): (https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=uyG1giBUx9E&t=124s).
Our association will appeal against this bad update of the Guideline and ask AE to
alert everyone to prevent the new guidelines in Europe from authorizing the misuse
of antipsychotics in all people with autism, especially children and adolescents. To
write the guidelines, the 2006 UN Convention must be respected: "Nothing about us
without us", which the Istituto Superiore della Sanità trampled on.
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